IN 2019
• We Launched the VAXIO & MIXIDISC / S machines
•

Grown in UK & NZ Markets and maintained our sales in Europe

•

Undertook a small management restructure, in which Mark Curtis has been promoted
to the role of General Manager of Sumo UK

•

With Brexit on the horizon, where we foresee our competitors becoming more
expensive, we’re holding our prices in 2020 in order to support Customers and
Dealers
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We’ve been working hard to define our
purpose in order to move Sumo
forward
• Establish a direction for
Sumo to take
• Sharpen our focus
• Develop the right solutions for
Farmers and Dealers
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We’re customer orientated, and that means we put the customer at the centre of
everything we do. We have a relentless focus on helping our customers, farm
machinery dealerships and farmers, meet their long-term needs and wants.
In doing so, we hope to be the cultivation, tillage and drill machinery manufacturer of
choice in the UK, Europe and selected markets around the World.
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Farming is not just a job – it’s a way of life. Every farmers mission is to leave their land in
a better condition than when they received it. Farmers have a monumental challenge
ahead with regards to environmental, economic and political forces.
Anyone with a Sumo machine is part of our Sumo family. At the heart of what we
do is a clear purpose; to design and build outstanding cultivation, tillage and
seeding machinery that helps farmers look after their land, their profitability and
the environment.
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DO THE RIGHT THING
We place customer satisfaction at the core of every business decision. Every
engineering decision, hole drilled, machine painted, phone call answered and
business interaction is done with one thing in mind; helping our customers meet
their long-term needs and wants. We do the right thing. Every time.
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GUARDIANS OF SOIL
Essential for life, soil provides the medium for
plant growth, carbon store and maintenance of
atmospheric gasses. Sumo machines are
designed to improve soil health by positively
interacting with animal habitats, organisms’
minerals and nutrients, all fundamental elements
of a healthy crop.
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OUR ENVIRONMENT, OUR RESPONSIBILITY
We believe that if we all do something small towards carbon offsetting, it will equate to a massive change. Along with designing and
building machines that are kind to the land, we also
make them in a way that’s kind to our
environment too.
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WE KNOW WHICH SIDE OUR BREAD IS
BUTTERED
We understand that in order to fulfil our
purpose, we have to rely on lots of other
companies and people to support us in doing
so, and that’s why we treat our suppliers with
the upmost respect - we couldn’t do it without
them. We buy local whenever we can and we
support the local economy and jobs market,
too.
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IF IT’S TO BE, IT’S UP TO ME
Accountability, reliability and personal
responsibility. We value the ability of our
staff to honour our purpose and live our
values. We take ownership of our work and
promptly correct mistakes to the greatest
extent possible.
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Purpose
A one-pass seed bed preparation tool. Cultivates stubble, levels
ploughing and alleviates compaction.
Features:
• Tungsten-tipped points as standard
• Low-draught points now available as an option
• Ultra-low draught subsoiler legs in a staggered pattern make
for improved trash flow
• The disc unit can be removed
• Auto-reset and shear pin options
• LED rear lighting as standard
• Compatible with Sumo Seeder
• Front discs available on Rigid Trailed Trios
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The machine will operate at its optimum and create maximum lift and cultivation effect when it is set up, so the frame is running parallel
to the ground, this will mean the different elements are aligned correctly in the manner they were intended.
Adjusting the machine:
Adjustment of the packer can be set easily using the pin adjustment. The packer should be lifted so it is clearing the ground and the pin
hole required is clear.
This will set the working depth of the discs; the machine should then be levelled up by lengthening or shortening the top link on the
tractor, lengthening the top link will lift the front end of the machine and shortening it will lower the front end.
The next adjustment to make is to the working depth of the legs, it is advised that the soil is assessed prior to working to determine the
level of compaction within the soil profile and the depth this compaction is at. The legs should then be adjusted to work just below this
level in the soil by removing the handled pin holding the leg in place in the cast socket and moving the leg up or down as required. The
leg should always be moved up and down by holding onto the bottom of the leg where the point is as opposed to the top or through
the holes that may be exposed through the top of the cast socket as this can lead to fingers getting trapped and serious injury.
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Auto-reset machines will only have one set of hydraulic hoses, a shear bar machine will
have no hydraulic services. The shear-pin (shown on left) is 30mm diameter, this allows
quick easy change using the R clip.
The quick couplers on the single set of services will have blue cable ties on to indicate
which pipe is which, the pressure line will have two blue cable ties on and the return line
will have one single tie.
The pressure in the hydraulic circuit controlling the auto-reset legs can be altered
depending on the conditions and circumstances it is being used within, it can be adjusted
up to a maximum of 120 bar (exceeding this pressure may result in serious damage to the
machine). The higher the pressure in the system, the greater the resistance against the
legs tripping, however, could increase the risk of damage to the machine due to
underground obstacles.
The pressure is adjusted by turning the large gold/silver knob with a lock off ring on the
auto reset valve, located on the left-hand side of the headstock, turning clockwise and
screwing the knob inwards will increase the pressure in the system. Adjustments should
be made in small steps to ensure that the maximum pressure is not exceeded. Once the
valve has been adjusted the legs should then be cycled up and then down again, this will
set the pressure in the circuit to where the valve has been set, and the spool should then
be floated to avoid interference from and pressure in the tractor circuit.
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Flow control tap.
Operate fully
open to achieve
fastest lift and
lower feature

“A” line – to full
bore highpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

“B” line – to rod
side lowpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

80 bar accumulator

Pressure adjustment
tap & lock-off ring
cycle legs up and
down after any
adjustment to
achieve new circuit
pressure

20 bar accumulator

Depressurise (or “float”) the feed hoses to
the valve once desired pressure is reached.
The pressure will be held beyond the valve
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The auto-reset system is
shared between all machines
containing the automatic
break-back and reset system
e.g. Trio, Quatro, Subsoiler,
LDS, GLS

Maintenance & wearing parts
1. Legs
- Observe wear on points, shins, wings and legs
- Auto-Reset function 80-150bar working pressure
- Shear pins
- Grease pivots - 25 hr intervals
- Points: points should not be tightened with a ratchet spanner as it could cause
points to break
2. Discs and bearings
- Observe wear on discs (500mm when new)
- Grease bearings until old grease emerges - 15hr intervals
3. Packer roller
- Advise scrapers are regularly monitored for wear and adjusted to ensure
effectiveness
- Grease packer bearing - 40hr intervals. These seals can be dislodged due to
over-greasing
4. Other maintenance
- Grease all other pivot points (axles, wings, drawbars etc.) 40hr intervals
- Different point and packer roller options
- Tyre pressures, wheel nuts, towing eyes etc.
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Standard fully
assembly on
Trio/Quatro

Optional leg for
Trio/Quatro for low
disturbance

Optional low
disturbance point
for standard Trio
leg.
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Purpose
A one-pass seed bed preparation tool. Cultivates stubble, levels
ploughing and alleviates compaction. Capable of dealing with more
harvest residue. Larger stagger between each cultivating element.

Features:
• Front and rear disc units can each be hydraulically adjusted
• Tungsten-tipped points as standard
• Ultra-low draught subsoiler legs in a staggered pattern make for
good trash flow
• Linkage Mounted Drawbar (LMD) as standard on 3M
• SUMO parallel drawbar as standard
• Auto reset legs as standard
• LED rear lights as standard
• Compatible with Sumo seeder
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The machine will operate at its optimum and create maximum lift and cultivation effect when it is set up, so the frame is running parallel
to the ground, this will mean the different elements are aligned correctly in the manner they were intended.
Adjusting the machine:
Adjustment of the packer can be set easily using the pin adjustment. The packer should be lifted so it is clearing the ground and the pin
hole required is clear.
This will set the working depth of the discs; the machine should then be levelled up by lengthening or shortening the top link on the
tractor, lengthening the top link will lift the front end of the machine and shortening it will lower the front end.
The next adjustment to make is to the working depth of the legs, it is advised that the soil is assessed prior to working to determine the
level of compaction within the soil profile and the depth this compaction is at. The legs should then be adjusted to work just below this
level in the soil by removing the handled pin holding the leg in place in the cast socket and moving the leg up or down as required. The
leg should always be moved up and down by holding onto the bottom of the leg where the point is as opposed to the top or through
the holes that may be exposed through the top of the cast socket as this can lead to fingers getting trapped and serious injury.
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Power on light

The 3m Quatro uses four hydraulic services (front discs, legs,
rear discs & axle)

Main power
on/off toggle

The 4-7m Quatro has six functions but are condensed down to
using only three services from the tractor.
Legs – depth adjusted independently (150-400mm)
Legs – break-back resistance adjusted hydraulically
Discs – depth adjusted via the electro-hydraulic valve block
coupled with depth slices on the wings. Additional adjustment is
also available from lifting/lowering the packer roller

Switches up = on

Switches down
= off

To avoid power overloading and
cross-channel leakage, it is
advisable to only operate each
channel independently.
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Power lead
connected in cab
using Cobo plug

Auto-reset machines will only have one set of hydraulic hoses, a shear bar machine will have
no hydraulic services. The quick couplers on the single set of services will have blue cable ties
on to indicate which pipe is which, the pressure line will have two blue cable ties on and the
return line will have one single tie.
The pressure in the hydraulic circuit controlling the auto-reset legs can be altered depending
on the conditions and circumstances it is being used within, it can be adjusted up to a
maximum of 120 bar (exceeding this pressure may result in serious
damage to the machine). The higher the pressure in the system, the greater the resistance
against the legs tripping, however, could increase the risk of damage to the machine due to
underground obstacles.
The pressure is adjusted by turning the large gold/silver knob with a lock off ring on the auto
reset valve, located on the left-hand side of the headstock, turning clockwise and screwing
the knob inwards will increase the pressure in the system. Adjustments should be made in
small steps to ensure that the maximum pressure is not exceeded. Once the valve has been
adjusted the legs should then be cycled up and then down again, this will set the pressure in
the circuit to where the valve has been set, and the spool should then be floated to avoid
interference from and pressure in the tractor circuit.
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Flow control tap.
Operate fully
open to achieve
fastest life and
lower feature

“A” line – to full
bore highpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

“B” line – to rod
side lowpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

80 bar accumulator

Pressure adjustment
tap & lock-off ring
cycle legs up and
down after any
adjustment to
achieve new circuit
pressure

20 bar accumulator

Depressurise (or “float”) the feed hoses to
the valve once desired pressure is reached.
The pressure will be held beyond the valve
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The auto-reset system is shared
between all machines containing the
automatic break-back and reset
system e.g. Trio, Quatro, Subsoiler,
LDS, GLS
*The diagrams above are based on TR3AR.

Maintenance & wearing parts
1. Legs
• Observe wear on points, shins, wings and legs
• Auto-Reset function 80-150bar working pressure
• Shear pins
• Grease pivots - 25 hr intervals
2. Discs and bearings
• Observe wear on discs (500mm when new)
• Grease bearings until old grease emerges - 15hr intervals
3. Packer roller
• Advise scrapers are regularly monitored for wear and adjusted to ensure effectiveness
• Grease packer bearing - 40hr intervals. These seals can be dislodged due to overgreasing
4. Other maintenance
• Grease all other pivot points (axles, wings, drawbars etc.) 40hr intervals
• Different point and packer roller options
• Tyre pressures, wheel nuts, towing eyes etc.
• When changing points, do not tighten new point with ratchet or spanners, this may
reduce in points cracking.
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Standard fully
assembly on
Trio/Quatro

Optional leg for
Trio/Quatro for low
disturbance

Optional low
disturbance point
for standard Trio
leg.
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Purpose
A high-speed, high performance, versatile cultivator which combines surface cultivation and
loosening depth with even-levelling and consolidation in one pass.
Features:
• Proven 500mm double drive leading cultivation discs
• Row of adjustable levelling paddles
• Quick-change point manual auto-reset
• Deep-loosening legs at 300mm spacing, will work to 250mm deep
• Diamond Roller as standard
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Purpose
Higher speed, versatile machine for tilling, levelling and pressing
stubbles and/or ploughing. Three rows of spring loaded tines, followed
by levelling paddles and a choice of packer rollers.
Features:
• Spring loaded auto reset tines as standard
• Knock on/off 310mm wide points, moving full working width
• Hydraulically-adjustable levelling paddles as standard
• Hydraulically-adjustable depth control as standard
• SUMO parallel drawbar as standard
• LED rear lights as standard
• Mod-ring packer roller option available
• Alternative packer options available
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When transporting the Multipress on public roads the wings must be in the upright closed position with the taps on the rams in the
closed position. The drawbar should be lowered to provide more stability. To unfold the Sumo Multipress, the wing taps should be
opened, the drawbar ram should then be fully extended at which point the wings can
then be unfolded. The working depth can then be set, and work can commence. It is important to run the Multipress level to ensure
the most effective results. The wings must be level with the ground not the chassis.
The angle of the paddles can be adjusted hydraulically. Having the paddles closer to the ground results in soil being held up longer
consequently leaving a finer tilth in front of the packer. Alternatively, the paddles may be lifted completely out of work. Packer depth
provides further control for the position of the levelling paddles. As the wings must work level to ensure optimum soil working
conditions the depth must be adjusted accordingly. This is achieved via adjusting the depth pin position in the packer arms as well as
the number of slices in the front drawbar ram. Adjustments in these two areas allow the spring tines to work between 25mm and
250mm deep. Spring tine compression resistance can be increased or decreased by winding the bolt in or out
respectively.
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Number

Part number

Description

1

SWB111

Box clamp

2

SWB112

Radius arm

3

SWB113

Leg

4

SWB114

Top bush

5

SWB115

Spring cover

6

SWB116

Wide knock on point

SWB138

Optional narrow knock-on point (not shown)

7

SWB117

Bottom top hat bush

8

SWM20100WA

Wrap around M20 x 100 bolt

9

SWM20003

M20 plain nut

10

SWB124

28 x 170 straight pin

11

SWM1470

M14 x 70 bolt

12

SWM14003

M14 plain nut

13

SWM2480

M24 x 80 bolt

14

SWM24004

M24 nylock nut

15

SWM1650UB

M16 x 50 U-bolt

16

SWM16004

M16 nylock nut

17

SWB118

Spring

18

SWB119

Spring push nylon pad

19

SWB120

Compression bolt contact plate

20

SWM24140

M24 x 140 bolt

21

SWM1265CNTSK

Cntsk M12 x 65 botl

22

SWM12003

M12 nut

23

SWB110

Bourgault knock on base
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M24 nut

Purpose
Higher speed multipurpose cultivator for shallower cultivations. Two
rows of discs, followed by levelling paddles and a choice of packer
rollers.

Features:
• 800mm Multipacka roller as standard
• Hydraulically-adjustable levelling paddles as standard
• Suspended 500mm discs mounted on maintenance-free bearings
to reduce downtime
• Sumo parallel drawbar as standard
• Compatible with the Sumo Seeder
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Purpose
A high-speed straw rake primarily designed for more even
distribution of harvest residue. Encourages germination of weeds
prior to spraying off. The Sumo Strake prepares the stubble for the
next pass which makes drilling, cultivating or ploughing easier due
to even trash distribution.
Features:
• 6 rows of spring tines at 7.5cm or 10.50cm spacings
• 6m – 12m working widths
• Retractable alternate rows of tines for working in heavy or
damp straw
• Hydraulically-adjustable tine angle
• Reduces slug population by mixing crop residue with soil
• 15mm tungsten carbide tips
• LED rear lighting
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The Sumo Strake is a versatile machine which offers a multitude of benefits. The even distribution of chaff and straw combined with mixing
with soil is essential when encouraging the growth of unwanted seeds including black grass.
The 15mm carbide tips, combined with powerful spring tines prove an ideal combination when wanting to achieve a shallow tilth. This
disturbance will provide the ideal conditions for the rouge seeds to chit.
The superior frame quality and tine design allows forward speeds of 10 – 25 kmh giving unrivalled performance even in the hardest ground.
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Before attaching a Strake to a tractor, it is essential that the stands are in the down position to
ensure a short top link when attached. Once attached securely to the tractor the machine can
then be raised and the stands lifted out of the way. When the machine is removed from the
tractor it is equally important to leave the machine on the stands.
The top link should be as short as possible whilst remaining as close to horizontal as is
achievable. It is important to ensure the machine is running level to allow the optimum level of
soil disturbance.
The Strake is a very simple machine with minimal adjustments required. Forward working speed
should be governed by the local conditions as well as the finish produced by the Sumo strake.
There are two basic adjustments available:
1. The tractor linkage can be lifted or lowered to alter frame clearance and pressure on the
tines
2. The angle of the spring tine can be varied to increase or reduce the aggression/effect of
the points.
You can also lift every other row of tines out of work if the conditions dictate.
When folding the machine out from transport position ensure that the wing tie bars are
removed and that all stands are in their highest position. Also, tines must be in work position
when folding and unfolding.
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Purpose
The heavy-duty Sumo Subsoiler alleviates compaction from soils
which subsequently provides improved drainage, allowing easier
root penetration.

Features:
• 25mm thick leg with one piece quick-change point, capable of
working down to 50cm deep
• 3 – 9 leg machines
• 500mm maximum working depth
• V-shape frame for strength and trash flow
• Multi-shear pin or auto reset option
• Industry leading 250mm x 150mm x 16mm heavy duty frame
• The Sumo parallel drawbar as standard for trailed machines
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Before attaching a subsoiler to a tractor is essential that the stands are in the down
position to ensure a short top link once attached. Once attached securely to the tractor
the machine can then be raised and the stands lifted out of the way. When the
machine is removed from the tractor it is equally as important to leave the machine on
the stands.
It is recommended that the machine is running level to allow the optimum level of soil
disturbance, prolonging the life of wearing parts. Forward working speed should be
governed by the local conditions as well as the finish produced by the Subsoiler.
Depth adjustment of the subsoiler legs is achieved by altering the height at which the
packer is set and a combination of the top link length and lower linkage height. The
machine should always remain level in when working. The lower packer pin must be
placed in the upper-most hole under the packer arm to prevent the arms chasing and
wearing in the slots every time the machine is raised. Failure to do this can result in
excessive wear to the packer arms, main side plates and the quadrants.
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1.

To lift the legs up and out of the work position; pressurize line B (the
lower of the two hoses entering the valve block & marked “B” on the
valve itself). The legs will lift as oil is returned to the tractor through Line
A.

2.

To lower the legs back down and into the work position; pressurize line
A, the legs will lower one by one. Keep pumping until all of the legs
come to a stop at the end of their stroke. Keep pumping for a few more
seconds and the two lines will then pressure up. Keep an eye on the
gauge on the right hand side of the machine as this displays the leg trip
resistant pressure. The system needs then to be put into the “float” or
pressure-less state between the tractor and the valve so that any back
pressure from the tractor does not affect the pre-set valve pressures.
Putting the system into “float” means the factory set pressure readings
of 80bar on the full bore side of the ram (gauge on RHS of machine)
and 20bar on the rod side of the ram. This is unless of course they have
been adjusted to suit local conditions. The resistant pressure in
adjustable up to a maximum of 150bar.

3.

To increase the trip resistance of the legs – the knob marked X should
be wound in. The lift and lower process should then be repeated.

A
A

B

B
X
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Maintenance and wearing parts:
• Observe wear on legs and point
• Ensure packer bearings are greased every 40 hours
• Ensure packer roller scrapers are adjusted to ensure effectiveness
• Shear pins
Adjustments:
• Leg depth – Firstly controlled by packer roller pins followed by levelling the wing up
using the drawbar ram shim system and then the lift-out wheels
• Leg resistant pressure
• Optional front discs are adjusted independently
Independent front disc depth
control (trailed machines only)
Drawbar ram
shim system

Lift-out
wheels

Packer roller
depth pins
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Trailed Subsoiler 7 leg Shown Here

Purpose
Ideal direct drilling preparation tool, a great option for grass
pasture regeneration. Alleviates compaction with minimal surface
disturbance.

Features:
• 3-12 leg machines available
• Can also be used in conjunction with a direct seeding operation
or Sumo Seeder
• Various packer options available
• Two loosening leg options
• Road lighting kit
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Auto-reset machines will only have one set of hydraulic hoses, a shear bar machine will have
no hydraulic services. The quick couplers on the single set of services will have blue cable ties
on to indicate which pipe is which, the pressure line will have two blue cable ties on and the
return line will have one single tie.
The pressure in the hydraulic circuit controlling the auto-reset legs can be altered depending
on the conditions and circumstances it is being used within, it can be adjusted up to a
maximum of 120 bar (exceeding this pressure may result in serious
damage to the machine). The higher the pressure in the system, the greater the resistance
against the legs tripping, however, could increase the risk of damage to the machine due to
underground obstacles.
The pressure is adjusted by turning the large gold/silver knob with a lock off ring on the auto
reset valve, located on the left-hand side of the headstock, turning clockwise and screwing
the knob inwards will increase the pressure in the system. Adjustments should be made in
small steps to ensure that the maximum pressure is not exceeded. Once the valve has been
adjusted the legs should then be cycled up and then down again, this will set the pressure in
the circuit to where the valve has been set, and the spool should then be floated to avoid
interference from and pressure in the tractor circuit.
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Flow control tap.
Operate fully
open to achieve
fastest life and
lower feature

“A” line – to full
bore highpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

“B” line – to rod
side lowpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

80 bar accumulator

Pressure adjustment
tap & lock-off ring
cycle legs up and
down after any
adjustment to
achieve new circuit
pressure

20 bar accumulator

Depressurise (or “float”) the feed hoses to
the valve once desired pressure is reached.
The pressure will be held beyond the valve
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The auto-reset system is
shared between all machines
containing the automatic
break-back and reset system
e.g. Trio, Quatro, Subsoiler,
LDS, GLS

Maintenance & wearing parts
1. Legs
• Observe wear on points, shins, wings and legs
• Auto-Reset function 80-150bar working pressure
• Shear pins
• Grease pivots - 25 hr intervals
2. Discs and bearings
• Observe wear on discs (500mm when new)
• Grease bearings until old grease emerges - 15hr intervals
3. Packer roller
• Advise scrapers are regularly monitored for wear and adjusted to ensure effectiveness
• Grease packer bearing - 40hr intervals. These seals can be dislodged due to overgreasing
4. Other maintenance
• Grease all other pivot points (axles, wings, drawbars etc.) 40hr intervals
• Different point and packer roller options
• Tyre pressures, wheel nuts, towing eyes etc.
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LDS (low Disturbance Subsoiler) Trailed 6 Meter Shown Here

Purpose:
Improves and revitalises compacted grassland that is suffering from
the effects of continual rainfall, livestock and heavy machinery.

Features:
• Leading row of straight serrated discs mounted on individually
suspended arms.
• Narrow wing points for low surface disturbance.
• Flat packer leaves an aerated, consolidated and level finish.
• Adjustable depth position.
• Optional following harrow.
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Auto-reset machines will only have one set of hydraulic hoses, a shear bar machine will have
no hydraulic services. The quick couplers on the single set of services will have blue cable ties
on to indicate which pipe is which, the pressure line will have two blue cable ties on and the
return line will have one single tie.
The pressure in the hydraulic circuit controlling the auto-reset legs can be altered depending
on the conditions and circumstances it is being used within, it can be adjusted up to a
maximum of 120 bar (exceeding this pressure may result in serious
damage to the machine). The higher the pressure in the system, the greater the resistance
against the legs tripping, however, could increase the risk of damage to the machine due to
underground obstacles.
The pressure is adjusted by turning the large gold/silver knob with a lock off ring on the auto
reset valve, located on the left-hand side of the headstock, turning clockwise and screwing
the knob inwards will increase the pressure in the system. Adjustments should be made in
small steps to ensure that the maximum pressure is not exceeded. Once the valve has been
adjusted the legs should then be cycled up and then down again, this will set the pressure in
the circuit to where the valve has been set, and the spool should then be floated to avoid
interference from and pressure in the tractor circuit.
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Flow control tap.
Operate fully
open to achieve
fastest life and
lower feature

“A” line – to full
bore highpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

“B” line – to rod
side lowpressure side of
hydraulic
cylinders

80 bar accumulator

Pressure adjustment
tap & lock-off ring
cycle legs up and
down after any
adjustment to
achieve new circuit
pressure

20 bar accumulator

Depressurise (or “float”) the feed hoses to
the valve once desired pressure is reached.
The pressure will be held beyond the valve
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The auto-reset system is
shared between all machines
containing the automatic
break-back and reset system
e.g. Trio, Quatro, Subsoiler,
LDS, GLS

Maintenance & wearing parts
1. Legs
• Observe wear on points, shins, wings and legs
• Auto-Reset function 80-150bar working pressure
• Shear pins
• Grease pivots - 25 hr intervals
2. Discs and bearings
• Observe wear on discs (500mm when new)
• Grease bearings until old grease emerges - 15hr intervals
3. Packer roller
• Advise scrapers are regularly monitored for wear and adjusted to ensure effectiveness
• Grease packer bearing - 40hr intervals. These seals can be dislodged due to overgreasing
4. Other maintenance
• Grease all other pivot points (axles, wings, drawbars etc.) 40hr intervals
• Different point and packer roller options
• Tyre pressures, wheel nuts, towing eyes etc.
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Purpose
Heavy duty deep cultivation tool to rip up the land, aiding aeration of the
soil.
Features:
• Shear bolt protection as standard
• Resin-filled puncture proof tyres
• Working depth 400mm
• Reversible 80mm wide points
• Available in 3-6m
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Rippa point
Rippa shear bolt

Rippa leg
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Rippa leg

Improving Farm Productivity
www.sumo1.com

Drills and seeding
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Purpose
A versatile drill designed for those wanting to employ a strip
tillage system. Option to direct drill into stubble, minimum
tillage or plough based systems.

Features
• 3m – 9m working widths
• Independent contour following as standard
• Ensures accurate seed and fertilizer placement
• Sumo’s Orga metering design driven by RDS control
system
• Grain and fertiliser options
• GPS compatible
• Full road lighting kit
• Camera kit as standard
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The Deep Tillage Seeder (DTS) drill is based on a concept
known as ‘strip-till drilling’, a method of only loosening and
preparing a band of soil where the seed is to be placed and
leaving the soil in between undisturbed, and therefore not
working ground unnecessarily.
There are many advantages to this process; it is quick, large
areas can be drilled in one pass, soil structure improves.
which means better drainage, less erosion and improves the
general well-being of the soil and in most cases, the cost and
time savings are huge.
The specific working widths and row spacing’s of the DTS
mean it can be used alongside other machinery as part of
a ‘controlled traffic’ policy.
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•

Only loosening the ground into which plant roots will grow reduces fuel
consumption and steel wear, lowering establishment costs.

•

Leaving ground in-between the rows undisturbed improves the soil
carrying ability with following operations with sprayers, tractors and
combines etc.
In a dry period Strip Tillage allows roots to develop quickly in the loosened
tilth but does not allow the undisturbed ground in-between the strips to
dry out excessively

•

•

In wetter conditions, the fissures created by the loosening tines encourages
the infiltration and drainage of surface water

•

Soil structure preservation using this method encourages increased levels
of worms and beneficial soil fauna

•

Strip till drilling into a cover or 'manure' crop is an ideal method of
integrating your farm into conservation agriculture

•

Reduces carbon release from the soil

•

Stubble hygiene may be key for a successful crop
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Sealed Tank
Lid

Hand Rail and
Platform

Large capacity toolbox &
electric compartments

Pressured Hopper (available
as single volume or split
volume for grain & fertiliser
machines)

Fan back pressure/
coulter gauges

Seed/Fertiliser
Transfer Pipes

Metering units

Fan Speed balancing
valves
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Hydraulic pipe holder

Parallel
Linkage

Primary Leg
Pressure

Auxiliary Leg
Pressure
Loosening
Leg

Seed Leg
Covering
Discs

Leading
Cutting Disc

Disc Scraper
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Press
Wheels

Gears are interchangeable between the Motor Shaft
and Sumo ORGA shaft to achieve a wide range of
seeding rates. E.g 3:1 gearing can be swapped to
achieve 1:3. Each Metering Unit is supplied with a
large and a small gear in the following ratios.
3:1, 2.2:1, & 1:1

There are two internal inserts supplied with
each Sumo ORGA. A long insert is used to
reduce (approximately half) the seed rate for
very low seed rates e.g. Oilseed Rape, Grass
or Linseed. The inserts also acts as a guide to
align the Sumo ORGA. The Short Insert has no
effect on seed rates and purely supports the
end of the orga flighting.

The Agitation unit has two positions, in work’
(illustrated) and ‘out of work’.
These positions are secured with a lynch pin. The
agitator is used stop product bridging’ in the hopper.
Bridging happens where the product supports its self like
an arch and prevents product from dropping into the
flighting thus failing to move product..
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Hopper lids are adjustable to ensure you can create an airtight seal throughout the life of the machine.
Seals should be checked to ensure that they are creating an airtight seal and should be replaced when they cease to function.
When drilling it is vital that the hopper lids are closed and secured, this will prevent air leaks from the hopper that can lead to metering problems.
The drill operates using a pressured system to ensure a positive, consistent seeding rate.

To adjust the lid, loosen the locking nuts (highlighted in the cross section) on the underside of the threaded pivots.
The uppermost nut then can be adjusted up or down to achieve the appropriate seal required for the system to work properly.
It is important to tighten the locking nuts after the appropriate setting is achieved.
When adjusting the hinge, it is equally important to adjust the catch in the same manner to create a consistent seal all around the rim.
This can be done be loosening the locking nut and adjusting the catch up or down in the same way as the hinge.
Always remember to tighten the locking nut once complete.
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+

-

Minimal Air Flow

+

Full Air Flow

-

• The seed/fert transfer pipes are fitted with fan balancing valves so that adjustment can be made to the
velocity of the air travelling through each pipe. (Seed or Fertilizer)
• This may be necessary when there is a large difference in rates between each metering unit.
• For example there may be a situation when you are drilling 12kg/ha of rape and 300kg/ha of fertiliser,
the percentage air velocity on the seed side would need to be less to cater for the difference in
seed/fert rates.
• This can be achieved by adjusting the air valve on the seed pipe by moving the lever towards the rear
of the machine (reducing air velocity). Where possible the valves should be left fully open, only reduce
the air velocity on the pipe metering the smaller rate.
• Where rates are equal the valves should both remain fully open.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the operator Manual
Observe warning signs and notices on the machine prior to work
Do not stand between Drill & Tractor while coupling
Connect to drill (if drawbar is to be used it must be clevis type)
Turn off engine before connecting hydraulic services and electrics
Connect free flow return FIRST before any other hydraulic service
Route cables and pipes so they will not be damaged during operation
Sticker right shows the hydraulic coupler configuration

•

Damage will occur to either the fan motor seal or the oil cooler (oil coolers are
only fitted to seed & fertilizer machines) if the free-flow return hydraulic line
is not connected to the tractor first.

•

Any movement of the fan or the coulters immediately pressurizes the free-flow
return line. This includes just lowering the machine to the floor to allow the
coulters to “take some weight”. Doing this will displace oil from the coulter rams
and pressurize the free-flow line, which may result in component damage.

•

When connecting the free-flow line it is necessary to observe the back pressure
present. A gauge for this reason is provided, mounted on the fan. The maximum
return pressure is 15bar. Running with a pressure higher than this will result in
damage so it is then necessary to take steps to reduce the restrictions in the freeflow line, usually at the point where it enters the tractor.
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DRAWBAR
FAN – DRILL/FRONT HOPPER
AXLE – QUATRO/TRAILED TRIO/MOUNTED
TRIO 3M/3.5M
LEGS
MARKER ARMS – DRILL
REAR DISC – QUATRO
WINGS
AUX
FRONT DISC – QUATRO
PADDLE – MULTIPRESS/MIXIDISC

X 2 – FLOW
X 1 – RETURN

Main chassis set
parallel with ground

•
•
•
•
•

The DTS is designed to run level, it is good practice to ensure that the machine is
setup to do so when in work (folded out and coulters pressured into the ground).
The setting can be adjusted via by moving the modular hitch up or down on the
drawbar.
Moving the hitch upward on the drawbar will point the nose down and moving the
hitch downward will lift the nose up.
A spirit level is a good instrument to check chassis levelling.
This can be a trial and error exercise to achieve levelling which may mean hitching
and un-hitching multiple times, however it is recommended to do so to ensure the
machine operates well.

Adjust height
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M30 nut and bolt
(46mm Wrench required)

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The hydraulic coulters run using a constant oil
supply from the tractor.
The pressure in the system is regulated using a
pressure relief valve located at the front of the
drill near the storage locker.
The pressure gauge fitted to the valve displays
the working pressure.
About 10 L/min (or approx. 20%) of oil will be
Coulter Pressure
required to allow the coulters to respond to
Adjustment Valve
changing ground conditions.
If coulters don’t respond fast enough increase
the oil flow, but care must be taken not to
over-supply to a point where the fans oil
supply is compromised.
The default working pressure is 30bar.
This pressure will need to be adjusted
according to local conditions.
For example it will need to be increased slightly
(+/- 5bar) as the leg is set to work deeper.
Soil types, stone concentrations and desired
firming will all influence the pressure setting.
The pressure should not be set so high that the
transport wheels are lifted off the ground!!!!
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Pressure too high
Transport wheels
not supporting
any weight of the
machine. Coulters
are locked out
and will not
break back for
obstructions i.e
stones.
Pressure too low
Transport wheels
supporting all
weight of the
machine. No
pressure applied
to ground from
coulters

Pressure Correct
Transport wheels
sharing weight of
the machine.
Coulters are
consolidating,
contour
following and
allowing break
back to allow for
obstructions.

Working Pressure
between 15-45bar

Deepest
Configuration

Shallowest
Configuration

Leg depth is in
increments of
25mm. As the pin
moves down depth
increases.

Depth Adjustment can
only be made with
coulters fully
retracted!

•
•

Leg Depth Guide:
Cereals 100 – 150 mm
OSR/Beans 150-225 mm

Caution: Never setup a drill
as illustrated!

Seeding coulter set lower than the leading loosening leg

The Leading leg is designed to do all of the cultivating and is
designed with the associated stresses in mind. The seed leg
has no mechanism to cope with subsoil obstructions therefore
a setup that exposes the seed leg to such obstructions will
likely result in a mechanical failure. The Leading leg loosens
compacted soil and clears obstructions for the seed coulter to
follow in its wake.
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Beans/Maize
1” single opener
(option)

Cereals/Peas/OSR
Roll pin
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5” double opener
(standard)

Deep working
(more aggressive)

•

•

•

•

•

Shallow working
(less aggressive)

The Front disc unit is designed to cut any trash
before the loosening leg cuts through the
compacted soil.
This also aids making minimal soil disturbance
when the loosening leg pulls through the ground
by creating a fracture for the leg to follow as
oppose to ripping the ground.
If this front disc wasn’t present on the coulter its
ability to cope with straw and other trash would be
a vastly reduced and in some cases not able to run
at all.
Leading disc depth is adjusted by removing M12
bolts and rotating unit to the new desired position.
When the ground is hard and/or there is lots of
trash, the disc should be set aggressively.
On pre-worked ground, the disc should be set less
aggressively.
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The markers should be operated in a gentle
manner, beware of obstacles when drilling;
turning at the headlands should be carriedout
with the markers in the home position.

Disc angle can be changed
via M16 bolts to exaggerate
or reduce the mark left in
the soil

Markers are designed for marking the tractor centreline for the
adjacent/next bout, leaving a visible track for the tractor operator
to follow on the return bout. The distance between the marker
disc and the first sowing row is ½ the drill working width plus ½
the seed row spacing. This ensures perfect land coverage with
little or no overlaps. With GPS becoming more commonplace on
tractors, centreline markers will eventually become obsolete.
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Motor –Drive
mechanism.
Outer Housing – Main
Structure to mount

Before any calibration test is performed the ORGA Metering Unit must be set up
for the seed required. Larger harder seeds like peas and beans do not require the
nylon insert in the orga housing. This is simply removed by two bolts. The setup
should be based on the required seed rate, working width of the drill as well as
forward speed. To ensure successful drilling, be sure to take into account the
specific weight of the type of seed. It may also be beneficial to change the coulter
outlets from the standard twin row tip to a single outlet type.

.

ancillaries

Choke Slide –
Used to shut off
seed to the
metering unit.
Nylon sleeve - Fills
the void between the
flight and housing

Quick Start Metering Unit Setup:

Long insert – Reduces
the seed rate by 50%

Auger Flight – Driven
by motor to transport a
specific amount of seed
into the airflow.

Oilseed rape -

Cereals 200-300kgs/ha –

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Big gear on Auger,
Nylon sleeve
Long insert

Small gear on Auger,
Nylon sleeve
Short insert

Cereals 50-200kgs/ha –

Fertiliser and beans –

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

Small gear on Auger
Nylon sleeve
Long insert
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3.

Small gear on Auger,
Long insert, (short insert dependant
on seed/fert)
NO NYLON SLEEVE

Crop
Drilling rate
(kg/ha)

Insert *

Rape
3

Rape
10

Grass
20

Linseed
20

Cereals
80

Cereals

Cereals

Cereals

Cereals

100

150

200

250

Beans****
150

Peas****
150/250

Long

Long

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Gear on
Motor ***

Small

Small

Large

Small

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Gear on
ORGA ***

Large

Large

Small

Large

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Min Fan
speed (rpm)

1800

1800

1900

2200

2500

2600

2750

2900

3000

2500

2500

This table is to be used as a guideline to assist in setting up the drill. Fine tuning may be needed depending on environment.
*-Internal inserts are supplied in long and short lengths.
• The longer insert approximately halves the rate.
• They also act as a guide to align the Sumo ORGA.
*** - The Gears supplied with the Sumo ORGA are: 3:1, 2.2:1, 1:1
**** Nylon insert not to be used
2.2:1 gears should be ample for most applications
3:1 gears should be used if the forward speed needs to be increased.
1:1 gears should be used when more torque is needed (beans)
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SAFETY NOTICE:

Never operate Sumo ORGA Metering without gear guard
in place. Never put any fingers into the Sumo ORGA
Metering until unit is isolated from the power.
Failure to do so may result in injury.

Now we have set the drill up mechanically, assuming the drill is fully initialised for the drill configuration,
we need to set the control system up to meter seed at the desired application rate in Kg/Ha. We have to
set the rate on the appropriate channels by following the next steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the appropriate channel/metering unit
(highlight in blue)
Select the ‘Set’ Key
Enter the desired application rate for the channel.
Press Ok to confirm
Repeat steps 1-4 for other channels if required.

With the application rate set for the channel/metering
unit we can move on to calibration of the metering
unit.
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•
•

•

Open calibration flap to allow seed to flow out of the Air
Transfer Pipe directly below the ORGA Metering Outlet.
Switch the scales ON and check units (kg). Tare (Zero) the
scales with the weight of the calibration bag and hanger
pulling down on the hook. (This aids entering weight into
the control screen. Calibration bag and hanger should not
be included in weight entered into the control screen)
The calibration hanger and bag supplied with the drill can
then be hooked onto the Air Transfer Pipe (see right).
Caution! Always Prime the ORGA Metering
Unit before the initial calibration, failure to
do so will result in an inaccurate calibration.
Press the Prime button fastened to the toolbox
once. Then Press the button again at the point
where seed flows evenly from the outlet. Empty
contents of Calibration bag back into the hopper,
Press ESC on Control Box, then proceed to the
next steps.
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The entire calibration
procedure must be
completed for each
metering unit.
•

Press the white prime button
once. This will put the control
box in calibration mode and
the control box will display
expected weight, the motor will
be turning and metering seed.

•

Press the white prime button once
again to stop the motor once a
suitable sample is collected. The
bigger the sample the more
accurate the calibration will tend to
be. The control box will display the
expected weight on the screen.

•

Press Gram or KG, (your preference)
and enter the weight that you
weighed out in the previous step
(not including the bag and hanger)
and confirm with OK.
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•

The Control Box will present the
information regarding the calibration
comparing new vs old. Press OK to
save new calibration or ESC to delete
the calibration. Repeat the steps on
this page 2-3 times until there is an
error percentage of less than 2%.

The contour-following ability of coulters as
well as the break-back leg system operates on
a constant oil flow design whereby a low flow
rate is constantly replenishing oil displaced
from the coulter rams by undulations and
obstructions. The downward force from these
coulters is governed by an adjustable relief
valve which maintains the correct pressure in
the circuit. Additional capacity and a
guarantee of rapid response is provided in
the way of accumulators.
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Under the toolbox at the front of all trailed
machines is a flow control valve tap which
controls the flow to the main lift rams and also
the seeding shut-off ram. The shut-off ram has a
magnet attached to one end that starts and stops
seed dispensing based on its proximity to the
parent sensor. Correct balancing of this system is
essential to maintaining a responsive
performance.
This valve is used to retract the coulters when
‘tramlining’ is activated on the control screen. The
valve works by diverting higher pressure from the
axle circuit to the tramline coulters when
tramlining is activated and coulters are pressured.
This supplies pressure to both sides of the ram on
the tramlining rows. The net higher pressure on
pressure return line then over-comes the
pressure on the pressure out side of the ram and
lifts the tramlining coulters out of work. When
tramlining is not active the coulters operate
normally with pressure being delivered from the
pressure return line and the axle pressure is
Isolated from the coulter circuit.
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Undisturbed ground as marker.
Solid ground left to aid travel during wet
conditions
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This valve is used to sequentially change
which side the centerline marker unfolds. A
centerline marker is used as a guide for the
tractor driver to follow on his next run.
Typically at the headland the tractor driver
would lift out, turn around to go in the
opposite direction and go into work
adjacent to the previous run. This would
then require your centerline marker to fold
out on the opposite side of the drill for the
next run.
This valve is used to reduce the number of
spools required on a tractor to operate a
drill. It is a simple circuit change over valve
which requires only one spool to operate
two circuits without the need to remove
QRCs from the spools. The operator simply
uses the switch to select which circuit
he/she would like to operate.
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This valve is used to drive the pneumatic fan
which supplies air to the seeding system.
Fan speed is controlled by the oil flow that
is supplied to the system through the valve
and out through the Free Flow Return. The
valve is also designed to protect the fan
motor seals in the case where the free flow
return is not connected to the drill, via the
dump valve. This is to prevent the
inconvenience of refurbishing the motor
every time the free flow is accidently not
connected and the fan spool is operated.
Damage can also occur when the coulters
are operated without the free flow
connected.
Optional Oil Cooler for Grain and fertilizer
machines to warm the air on damp
mornings to prevent condensation and
moisture build up in the fertilizer delivery
pipes. Moisture can lead fertilizer to clump
together and build up on the inside of the
pipes and directly affect application.

This valve was discussed on the coulter circuit page
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•Machine should be cleaned and all seed removed from the hopper and metering

system
•Replace worn parts and re-adjust
•Grease all lubrication points
•Machine should be un-hitched in a clean dry environment to detract from vermin and
damp
•Machine should be positioned on level solid ground
•Use drawbar stands
•Never position any part of your body underneath the drill when coupling or uncoupling
•Place hydraulic lever controls into ‘float’ position to release pressure
•Switch off engine before disconnecting hydraulic services and electrics
•Remove electrics and hydraulics and stow them securely in there holders
•Spray with rust inhibitor for over winter storage
•Coat exposed hydraulic rams with grease
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Purpose
A single pass direct drill, using many of the proven concepts of the
DTS. The DD has more coulters per meter and is a low disturbance
machine.

Features:
• Independent contour following disc coulters
• Variable coulter pressure
• Sumo’s Orga metering design driven by RDS control system.
• 3m – 9m working widths
• Camera kit as standard
• Grain and fertiliser options
• GPS compatible
• Full road lighting kit
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Sealed Tank
Lid

Hand Rail and
Platform

Large capacity toolbox &
electric compartments

Pressured Hopper (available
as single volume or split
volume for grain & fertiliser
machines)

Fan back pressure/
coulter gauges

Seed/Fertiliser
Transfer Pipes

Metering units

Fan Speed balancing
valves
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Hydraulic pipe holder
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The coulter gauge wheel prevents
furrow “side wall burst” as well as
control-ling the seed sowing depth.
Fine tuning can be achieved by altering
the hydraulic pressure.

The rear closing wheel is designed to
firm the seed in place as well as to
collapse the seed furrow side wall and
subsequently ensure adequate soil to
seed contact.
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The two-part cast coulter includes a 3point adjustment system which allows
for the front edge of the carbide tile to
be run in very close proximity to the
disc. The vertical slots allow for
adjustment when the disc wears.

The rear closing wheel can be
pinned in a rigid position but may
also be operated in a “floating”
state running under its own
weight only. Care should be taken
not to apply too much load on to
the wheel as this could
compromise sowing depth.

Slight up/down
adjustment of the
closing wheel

The seed tab is designed to

prevent “seed bounce” i.e. it
ensures seed remains where it
should be.
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Gears are interchangeable between the Motor Shaft
and Sumo ORGA shaft to achieve a wide range of
seeding rates. E.g 3:1 gearing can be swapped to
achieve 1:3. Each Metering Unit is supplied with a
large and a small gear in the following ratios.
3:1, 2.2:1, & 1:1

There are two internal inserts supplied with
each Sumo ORGA. A long insert is used to
reduce (approximately half) the seed rate for
very low seed rates e.g. Oilseed Rape, Grass
or Linseed. The inserts also acts as a guide to
align the Sumo ORGA. The Short Insert has no
effect on seed rates and purely supports the
end of the orga flighting.

The Agitation unit has two positions, in work’
(illustrated) and ‘out of work’.
These positions are secured with a lynch pin. The
agitator is used stop product bridging’ in the hopper.
Bridging happens where the product supports its self like
an arch and prevents product from dropping into the
flighting thus failing to move product..
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Hopper lids are adjustable to ensure you can create an airtight seal throughout the life of the machine.
Seals should be checked to ensure that they are creating an airtight seal and should be replaced when they cease to function.
When drilling it is vital that the hopper lids are closed and secured, this will prevent air leaks from the hopper that can lead to metering problems.
The drill operates using a pressured system to ensure a positive, consistent seeding rate.

To adjust the lid, loosen the locking nuts (highlighted in the cross section) on the underside of the threaded pivots.
The uppermost nut then can be adjusted up or down to achieve the appropriate seal required for the system to work properly.
It is important to tighten the locking nuts after the appropriate setting is achieved.
When adjusting the hinge, it is equally important to adjust the catch in the same manner to create a consistent seal all around the rim.
This can be done be loosening the locking nut and adjusting the catch up or down in the same way as the hinge.
Always remember to tighten the locking nut once complete.
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+

-

Minimal Air Flow

+

Full Air Flow

-

• The seed/fert transfer pipes are fitted with fan balancing valves so that adjustment can be made to the
velocity of the air travelling through each pipe. (Seed or Fertilizer)
• This may be necessary when there is a large difference in rates between each metering unit.
• For example there may be a situation when you are drilling 12kg/ha of rape and 300kg/ha of fertiliser,
the percentage air velocity on the seed side would need to be less to cater for the difference in
seed/fert rates.
• This can be achieved by adjusting the air valve on the seed pipe by moving the lever towards the rear
of the machine (reducing air velocity). Where possible the valves should be left fully open, only reduce
the air velocity on the pipe metering the smaller rate.
• Where rates are equal the valves should both remain fully open.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the operator Manual
Observe warning signs and notices on the machine prior to work
Do not stand between Drill & Tractor while coupling
Connect to drill (if drawbar is to be used it must be clevis type)
Turn off engine before connecting hydraulic services and electrics
Connect free flow return FIRST before any other hydraulic service
Route cables and pipes so they will not be damaged during operation
Sticker right shows the hydraulic coupler configuration

•

Damage will occur to either the fan motor seal or the oil cooler (oil coolers are
only fitted to seed & fertilizer machines) if the free-flow return hydraulic line
is not connected to the tractor first.

•

Any movement of the fan or the coulters immediately pressurizes the free-flow
return line. This includes just lowering the machine to the floor to allow the
coulters to “take some weight”. Doing this will displace oil from the coulter rams
and pressurize the free-flow line, which may result in component damage.

•

When connecting the free-flow line it is necessary to observe the back pressure
present. A gauge for this reason is provided, mounted on the fan. The maximum
return pressure is 15bar. Running with a pressure higher than this will result in
damage so it is then necessary to take steps to reduce the restrictions in the freeflow line, usually at the point where it enters the tractor.
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DRAWBAR
FAN – DRILL/FRONT HOPPER
AXLE – QUATRO/TRAILED TRIO/MOUNTED
TRIO 3M/3.5M
LEGS
MARKER ARMS – DRILL
REAR DISC – QUATRO
WINGS
AUX
FRONT DISC – QUATRO
PADDLE – MULTIPRESS/MIXIDISC

X 2 – FLOW
X 1 – RETURN

Main chassis set
parallel with ground

•
•
•
•
•

The DTS is designed to run level, it is good practice to ensure that the machine is
setup to do so when in work (folded out and coulters pressured into the ground).
The setting can be adjusted via by moving the modular hitch up or down on the
drawbar.
Moving the hitch upward on the drawbar will point the nose down and moving the
hitch downward will lift the nose up.
A spirit level is a good instrument to check chassis levelling.
This can be a trial and error exercise to achieve levelling which may mean hitching
and un-hitching multiple times, however it is recommended to do so to ensure the
machine operates well.

Adjust height
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M30 nut and bolt
(46mm Wrench required)

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The hydraulic coulters run using a constant oil
supply from the tractor.
The pressure in the system is regulated using a
pressure relief valve located at the front of the
drill near the storage locker.
The pressure gauge fitted to the valve displays
the working pressure.
About 10 L/min (or approx. 20%) of oil will be
Coulter Pressure
required to allow the coulters to respond to
Adjustment Valve
changing ground conditions.
If coulters don’t respond fast enough increase
the oil flow, but care must be taken not to
over-supply to a point where the fans oil
supply is compromised.
The default working pressure is 50bar (25-70bar range). This
pressure will need to be adjusted according to local
conditions.
For example it will need to be increased slightly (+/- 5bar) as
the leg is set to work deeper.
Soil types, stone concentrations and desired firming will all
influence the pressure setting. The pressure should not be set
so high that the transport wheels are lifted off the ground!!!!
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Pressure too high
Transport wheels
not supporting
any weight of the
machine. Coulters
are locked out
and will not
break back for
obstructions i.e
stones.
Pressure too low
Transport wheels
supporting all
weight of the
machine. No
pressure applied
to ground from
coulters

Pressure Correct
Transport wheels
sharing weight of
the machine.
Coulters are
consolidating,
contour
following and
allowing break
back to allow for
obstructions.

Working Pressure
between 15-45bar

The markers should be operated in a gentle
manner, beware of obstacles when drilling;
turning at the headlands should be carriedout
with the markers in the home position.

Disc angle can be changed
via M16 bolts to exaggerate
or reduce the mark left in
the soil

Markers are designed for marking the tractor centreline for the
adjacent/next bout, leaving a visible track for the tractor operator
to follow on the return bout. The distance between the marker
disc and the first sowing row is ½ the drill working width plus ½
the seed row spacing. This ensures perfect land coverage with
little or no overlaps. With GPS becoming more commonplace on
tractors, centreline markers will eventually become obsolete.
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Motor –Drive
mechanism.
Outer Housing – Main
Structure to mount

Before any calibration test is performed the ORGA Metering Unit must be set up
for the seed required. Larger harder seeds like peas and beans do not require the
nylon insert in the orga housing. This is simply removed by two bolts. The setup
should be based on the required seed rate, working width of the drill as well as
forward speed. To ensure successful drilling, be sure to take into account the
specific weight of the type of seed. It may also be beneficial to change the coulter
outlets from the standard twin row tip to a single outlet type.

.

ancillaries

Choke Slide –
Used to shut off
seed to the
metering unit.
Nylon sleeve - Fills
the void between the
flight and housing

Quick Start Metering Unit Setup:

Long insert – Reduces
the seed rate by 50%

Auger Flight – Driven
by motor to transport a
specific amount of seed
into the airflow.

Oilseed rape -

Cereals 200-300kgs/ha –

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Big gear on Auger,
Nylon sleeve
Long insert

Small gear on Auger,
Nylon sleeve
Short insert

Cereals 50-200kgs/ha –

Fertiliser and beans –

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

Small gear on Auger
Nylon sleeve
Long insert
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3.

Small gear on Auger,
Long insert, (short insert dependant
on seed/fert)
NO NYLON SLEEVE

Crop
Drilling rate
(kg/ha)

Insert *

Rape
3

Rape
10

Grass
20

Linseed
20

Cereals
80

Cereals

Cereals

Cereals

Cereals

100

150

200

250

Beans****
150

Peas****
150/250

Long

Long

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Short

Gear on
Motor ***

Small

Small

Large

Small

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Large

Gear on
ORGA ***

Large

Large

Small

Large

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Min Fan
speed (rpm)

1800

1800

1900

2200

2500

2600

2750

2900

3000

2500

2500

This table is to be used as a guideline to assist in setting up the drill. Fine tuning may be needed depending on environment.
*-Internal inserts are supplied in long and short lengths.
• The longer insert approximately halves the rate.
• They also act as a guide to align the Sumo ORGA.
*** - The Gears supplied with the Sumo ORGA are: 3:1, 2.2:1, 1:1
**** Nylon insert not to be used
2.2:1 gears should be ample for most applications
3:1 gears should be used if the forward speed needs to be increased.
1:1 gears should be used when more torque is needed (beans)
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SAFETY NOTICE:

Never operate Sumo ORGA Metering without gear guard
in place. Never put any fingers into the Sumo ORGA
Metering until unit is isolated from the power.
Failure to do so may result in injury.

Now we have set the drill up mechanically, assuming the drill is fully initialised for the drill configuration,
we need to set the control system up to meter seed at the desired application rate in Kg/Ha. We have to
set the rate on the appropriate channels by following the next steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the appropriate channel/metering unit
(highlight in blue)
Select the ‘Set’ Key
Enter the desired application rate for the channel.
Press Ok to confirm
Repeat steps 1-4 for other channels if required.

With the application rate set for the channel/metering
unit we can move on to calibration of the metering
unit.
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•
•

•

Open calibration flap to allow seed to flow out of the Air
Transfer Pipe directly below the ORGA Metering Outlet.
Switch the scales ON and check units (kg). Tare (Zero) the
scales with the weight of the calibration bag and hanger
pulling down on the hook. (This aids entering weight into
the control screen. Calibration bag and hanger should not
be included in weight entered into the control screen)
The calibration hanger and bag supplied with the drill can
then be hooked onto the Air Transfer Pipe (see right).
Caution! Always Prime the ORGA Metering
Unit before the initial calibration, failure to
do so will result in an inaccurate calibration.
Press the Prime button fastened to the toolbox
once. Then Press the button again at the point
where seed flows evenly from the outlet. Empty
contents of Calibration bag back into the hopper,
Press ESC on Control Box, then proceed to the
next steps.
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The entire calibration
procedure must be
completed for each
metering unit.
•

Press the white prime button
once. This will put the control
box in calibration mode and
the control box will display
expected weight, the motor will
be turning and metering seed.

•

Press the white prime button once
again to stop the motor once a
suitable sample is collected. The
bigger the sample the more
accurate the calibration will tend to
be. The control box will display the
expected weight on the screen.

•

Press Gram or KG, (your preference)
and enter the weight that you
weighed out in the previous step
(not including the bag and hanger)
and confirm with OK.
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•

The Control Box will present the
information regarding the calibration
comparing new vs old. Press OK to
save new calibration or ESC to delete
the calibration. Repeat the steps on
this page 2-3 times until there is an
error percentage of less than 2%.

The contour-following ability of coulters as
well as the break-back leg system operates on
a constant oil flow design whereby a low flow
rate is constantly replenishing oil displaced
from the coulter rams by undulations and
obstructions. The downward force from these
coulters is governed by an adjustable relief
valve which maintains the correct pressure in
the circuit. Additional capacity and a
guarantee of rapid response is provided in
the way of accumulators.
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Under the toolbox at the front of all trailed
machines is a flow control valve tap which
controls the flow to the main lift rams and also
the seeding shut-off ram. The shut-off ram has a
magnet attached to one end that starts and stops
seed dispensing based on its proximity to the
parent sensor. Correct balancing of this system is
essential to maintaining a responsive
performance.
This valve is used to retract the coulters when
‘tramlining’ is activated on the control screen. The
valve works by diverting higher pressure from the
axle circuit to the tramline coulters when
tramlining is activated and coulters are pressured.
This supplies pressure to both sides of the ram on
the tramlining rows. The net higher pressure on
pressure return line then over-comes the
pressure on the pressure out side of the ram and
lifts the tramlining coulters out of work. When
tramlining is not active the coulters operate
normally with pressure being delivered from the
pressure return line and the axle pressure is
Isolated from the coulter circuit.
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Undisturbed ground as marker.
Solid ground left to aid travel during wet
conditions
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This valve is used to sequentially change
which side the centerline marker unfolds. A
centerline marker is used as a guide for the
tractor driver to follow on his next run.
Typically at the headland the tractor driver
would lift out, turn around to go in the
opposite direction and go into work
adjacent to the previous run. This would
then require your centerline marker to fold
out on the opposite side of the drill for the
next run.
This valve is used to reduce the number of
spools required on a tractor to operate a
drill. It is a simple circuit change over valve
which requires only one spool to operate
two circuits without the need to remove
QRCs from the spools. The operator simply
uses the switch to select which circuit
he/she would like to operate.
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This valve is used to drive the pneumatic fan
which supplies air to the seeding system.
Fan speed is controlled by the oil flow that
is supplied to the system through the valve
and out through the Free Flow Return. The
valve is also designed to protect the fan
motor seals in the case where the free flow
return is not connected to the drill, via the
dump valve. This is to prevent the
inconvenience of refurbishing the motor
every time the free flow is accidently not
connected and the fan spool is operated.
Damage can also occur when the coulters
are operated without the free flow
connected.
Optional Oil Cooler for Grain and fertilizer
machines to warm the air on damp
mornings to prevent condensation and
moisture build up in the fertilizer delivery
pipes. Moisture can lead fertilizer to clump
together and build up on the inside of the
pipes and directly affect application.

This valve was discussed on the coulter circuit page
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•Machine should be cleaned and all seed removed from the hopper and metering

system
•Replace worn parts and re-adjust
•Grease all lubrication points
•Machine should be un-hitched in a clean dry environment to detract from vermin and
damp
•Machine should be positioned on level solid ground
•Use drawbar stands
•Never position any part of your body underneath the drill when coupling or uncoupling
•Place hydraulic lever controls into ‘float’ position to release pressure
•Switch off engine before disconnecting hydraulic services and electrics
•Remove electrics and hydraulics and stow them securely in there holders
•Spray with rust inhibitor for over winter storage
•Coat exposed hydraulic rams with grease
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Purpose
A compact seed applicator, used primarily for establishing small seed crops
such as grass or oilseed rape when used in conjunction with one of our
cultivation implements.
Features:
• 180 litre hopper capacity
• Sumo’s patented Orga metering design driven by RDS control system
• Modular design 6 – 12 outlet distribution head for 2.5m – 6m working
widths
• Fitting kits available for all Sumo machines
• Satellite governed forward speed signal
• Simple calibration
• Product low level sensor
• Touch screen control box
• 1-30kg/ha range based on a 3m 6 row machine
• Seed can be broadcast full width, dropped in tighter bands or placed
more precisely when used in conjunction with the Single Disc Opener
(SDO)
• Automatic start/stop sowing
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5

1

2

Number

Description

1

Distribution head

2

Air system

3

Base unit

4

Calibration and upstack

5

Tank

3
4
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Number

Description

1

Distribution head 12 row base

2

Distribution head 12 row top ring

3

Distribution head 12 row lid

4

32mm outlet insert

5

Row blank insert
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Number

Description

1

Air intake-fan cover

2

Air outlet

3

Fan base mounting plate

4

Twin fan

5

Pre-cleaner
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Number

Description

1

Auger insert

2

Auger flighting 8x4 OD52 pt40

3

Agitation wheel

4

Metering motor

5

Gear back plate

6

Motor mount plate

7

Drive gear stub shaft

8

Gear cover

9

1.0 Gear (20 tooth)

10

2.25 Gear (45 toot

11

¼” linch pin

12

Driven gear stub shaft

13

Nylon flanged bush

14

Auger drive boss

15

Seeder base unit housing

16

Shut off slide
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Number

Description

1

90-110 hose clip

2

Calibration wrap cover

3

Ribbed upstack

4

Upstack clamp
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Number

Description

1

Tank lid

2

Tank lid silicon bung

3

Tank lid thread insert

4

Plastic seeder tank
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Hose clips allow outlets
to be fitted to different
sized mounting bars

Splash plate engaged allows
full width seed spread
(broadcast)

Splash plate

Splash plate removed or
rotated away and short hose
extension fitted enables “band”
sowing.
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SDO option will ensure more
consistence and precise seed
placement

The RDS GCAN Applicator Control System is a sophisticated, CAN-based control system that provides complete monitoring and control of a Seed
Applicator unit. Its primary function is to automatically maintain a pre-set target application rate as the forward speed varies, with on-the-move
spot adjustment of the rate as required.
System Components:
All control system components integral to the Seed Applicator Unit are factory fitted. The remaining components need to be installed
in the field,
•

Head Unit.

•

Power cable from battery.

•

Forward Speed Sensor (GPS Receiver / Radar Sensor) onto the drill.

•

Cut-out Switch onto the drill.

NOTE - Separate heavy-duty power cable and head unit leads interconnect the tractor and the Seed Applicator Unit. 4m and 10m
versions are also available to suit the length of the implement train. The recommended maximum combined length of power cabling
from battery to the junction box is 30m.
NOTE - The system software is designed to cater for a range of drill hardware configurations, namely electric or hydraulic fan, or
electric spinner operation. This manual describes the requisite display functions or operating procedures for all configurations.
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The instrument has a 4-wire resistive touchscreen utilising a thin, flexible film overlay. Do not operate the touchscreen
using a sharp-pointed object otherwise the screen may be damaged beyond repair. A screen protector film is supplied
that will prevent wear and tear, and can be easily replaced if required.
NOTE: Touchscreen sensitivity will be slightly reduced with the screen protector in place.
Power-On
Press and hold the left-hand rubber end cap of the instrument for approximately 2 seconds, then release. Allow several
seconds for the instrument to self-test, after which the startup screen with logo is displayed. Following this, the
software reference is displayed, e.g. ‘GC105-xxx revxx’ whilst the application software is loaded. Switching the head
unit on, simultaneously powers up the CAN module. If the CAN module for whatever reason fails to establish
communication with the head unit, then the instrument will alarm with the error code ‘H4C’ – CAN FAILURE’
displayed. In this event, switch off the instrument and check the head unit connector / junction box cable is secure and
undamaged. If the error persists, then please contact your service representative for further advice.
Power-Off
Press and hold the left-hand rubber end cap of the instrument for approximately 2 seconds, then release to power off.
All current settings and job totals are saved to the memory.
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Head Unit
The head unit has a 4.3" Colour Touch Screen plus 4 basic menu keys,
and includes the following display functions, including audible alarms.
• Seed Application Rate (kg/ha or Seeds/m2).
• Forward Speed (km/hr).
• Minimum/Maximum Forward Speed indicator with alarms, (beyond
which the programmed seed rate cannot be maintained).
• Metering Unit Status (On/Off) and Alarm.
• Fan (or Spinner - depending on installation) Status (On/Off) and
Alarm.
• Hopper contents (kg) and Low Level Alarm.
• Part and Full (Job) Totals for Area (ha), Product dispensed (kg) and
hours worked.
• Grand Total for Area (ha), Product dispensed (kg) and hours worked.

SCROLL between
Main, Info and Setup
pages

Other features include:
• Simple and intuitive touchscreen menus for Forward Speed /
Product calibration and adjustment.
• ‘Pre-start’ - ensures seed delivery begins immediately the drill
enters work (user-programmable).
• Rate ‘Nudge’ – on-the-move rate adjustment in pre-set increments
(user-programmable).
• Alarm codes and diagnostic displays in the event of system
malfunction.
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Fan / Spinner Status
Depending on the installation, the system may be configured for either electric fan,
hydraulic fan, electric spinner, or none of these (i.e.gravity feed) operation.
In the case of an electric fan or spinner setup, the Fan /Spinner defaults to ‘Off’ every
time the instrument is powered off and on again. Therefore you must manually switch
the fan/spinner on after powering up the instrument.
NOTE: The metering motor will not run when the fan / spinner is switched off.
In the case of a hydraulically powered fan, the instrument simply monitors and displays
the fan speed via a shaft speed sensor
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Pre-Start
Without using the pre-start function on commencing a bout, the seed motor only starts as you begin
moving off, in proportion to your forward speed. However, it takes a short period for the seed to
traverse the pipe to the coulter. The result is an unseeded area at the beginning of a bout.
You can configure the instrument so that you either manually engage pre-start as and when necessary,
or for it to occur automatically when the drill is lowered into work.
Automatic Pre-Start
The pre-start function is initiated automatically via the (top) cut out switch, i.e. as the drill is lowered
into work. The motor starts and runs at a pre-set speed for a pre-set time, enabling the seed to reach
the coulter just as you begin moving off, thus avoiding unseeded patches due to the delay in seed
delivery. The system then reverts to normal proportional control for the seed rate set. If the drill
remains stationary for longer than the pre-start time, the motor stops. It will however start again as
soon as you move off, with normal proportional control for the seed rate set.
NOTE: The default pre-start time is 3 seconds, however it can be changed if required via the ‘Applicator
Setup’
Manual Pre-Start
If configured for manual pre-start operation, then touch the pre-start key, as you lower the drill into work.
The motor will start immediately and run at the set speed for the pre-set time, etc as described for Auto PreStart.
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Setting the Application Rate
The units can be set either in kg/ha or seeds/m2 via the ‘Product Setup’ screen page
Touch

and enter the desired target rate.

To ensure the actual application rate will match the target rate, check via the SETUP screen page, that the
following settings are correct,
- Drill width
- Product Calibration factor (kg/rev)
- T.G.W. (if units are seeds/m2)
Nudging the Application Rate
The application rate can be adjusted up or down from the target rate while seeding, using the
The % off-target rate is then displayed.

keys

NOTE: The default increment is ±5%, however this can be changed via the ‘Product Setup’ screen page
Touch the
key to return to the target rate (
)
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Simulated Speed
The instrument uses a simulated speed during the product calibration routine. However, you can if
necessary, set a simulated speed, if for example there is a problem with the forward speed sensor, or
for testing purposes.
If you wish to drill using a simulated speed setting, so long as the actual forward speed matches the
simulated speed, then the application rate will be correct.
NOTE: The simulated speed is programmed via the

key on the ‘Forward Speed Setup’ screen page.

Forward speed range indicator
This indicates the current forward speed in relation to the calculated minimum and maximum speed.
The speed range is calculated from the programmed application rate, width and calibration factor
(kg/rev).
NOTE: The forward speed limits are also displayed in km/h on the ‘Product Setup’ screen page.
NOTE: The Forward Speed range represents the RPM limits of the metering motor. Outside these limits
the system will not be able to maintain the target application rate.
Alarm Display
If during normal operation, the instrument alarms and defaults to the alarm screen, then please note the error
code displayed and refer to Section 4 for a fuller description of the error, the possible causes and checks to
make that may clear the fault.
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Forward Speed Alarms
If the forward speed goes above or below the limits indicated on the Setup screen page, then the
Main Operating screen page will display a flashing arrow symbol, and beep.
NOTE: The target application rate cannot be maintained under these conditions.

FORWARD SPEED TOO LOW
NOTE: Currently, if the GPS forward speed signal is lost due to poor reception, the forward speed display
will simply go to zero without a visual alarm, but with an audible beep.
In this instance, return to a clear view of the sky until a GPS signal is received.

FORWARD SPEED TOO HIGH
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The electric motor which drives the metering roller has a speed range of between 1 RPM and 60 RPM. This speed varies
according to forward speed, seed rate and the calibration factor (a combination of the seed TGW and size).
As the seed rate, forward speed etc, increase the motor needs to turn faster to maintain the correct seeding rate. The
instrument will warn you of a high forward speed and advise you to slow down so the correct seeding rate can be
achieved. Too high a forward speed can result in the motor & auger failing to keep up resulting in under-seeding. Firstly try
opening the shut off slide a notch at a time, if fully open still results in a high speed warning then, the gears can be
switched round.
If the instrument warns you of a low forward speed then the motor can’t turn slow enough for the given speed and seed
rate. This may result in uneven seed distribution as the machine moves as the auger output may “pulse”. The auger
capacity should be reduced, the shut off slide should be closed down to reduce seed exposure to the auger. This will
encourage the ager to turn faster.
After any adjustments to set up, the machine should always be re calibrated
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Additional monitoring functions are displayed
on the INFO screen page.

Touch to cycle to the INFO Screen Page
Hopper Contents
As work progresses, the quantity remaining in the tank counts down.
Seeding Area/Distance Display
Indicates what remaining area / distance can be seeded, based
application rate width and hopper contents.

Touch to cycle to the INFO Screen Page
Displays total Area (ha), Quantity applied (kg),
and Hours in work since last reset.
Part Totals
Typically for an individual field total.
Total Totals
Typically for a longer job, e.g. a daily or
contract total.
Grand Totals
Totals since the instrument has been in service.
Reset Totals
Select the total register to reset.
NOTE: The Grand total cannot be reset in
normal operation

on the current

Hopper Low Level Alarm
An alarm is triggered when the hopper contents drops below a pre-set quantity. This quantity
is determined by the position of a sensor fitted in the side of the hopper. A second (final
warning) alarm can be enabled by also programming a “Low Tank Quantity” threshold.
Typically, a “ H O P P E R LE V E L” alarm will be triggered first by the level sensor. If you have
programmed the ‘Low Tank Quantity’ at less than this level, a further “LOW T A N K
VOLUME” alarm will be triggered when the instrument has counted down to that quantity.
NOTE: The “HOPPER LEVEL” alarm always indicates a definite quantity remaining. The ”LOW
TANK VOLUME” alarm however, may not be an exact indicator, since it is calculated from a
number of factors including the full tank volume programmed when the hopper is replenished.
The calculated low volume may therefore, be slightly different to the actual volume remaining in
the hopper. The level sensor is enabled/disabled and the ‘Low Tank Quantity’ threshold set, from
the ‘Alarms Setup’ menu.
Set Hopper Contents
After replenishing the hopper, touch
and enter the new quantity (kg). You
cannot enter a figure greater than the hopper maximum capacity figure programmed
from the ‘Applicator Setup’. E.g. If the display indicates 5kg remaining and you add
25kg, then enter 30kg. The seeding area/distance display is automatically recalculated and displayed.
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Product setup
The SETUP menu includes user-programmable settings accessible to the operator, as well as Diagnostics and Factory level menu settings.
NOTE: The Factory menu
require a PIN code to access. Once the system is commissioned, further access to these settings is not required during
normal operation. Both these settings and the diagnostics functions are not covered in this manual.
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Application rate/forward speed limits
Touch
to enter the required application rate. The operating speed range is displayed here in km/hr, and also as a bar indicator on the main
operating screen page. It is automatically calculated from the application rate, width and calibration factor settings.
NOTE: The system will not be able to maintain proportional rate control outside these limits.
Units
Select between Kg/ha and Seeds/m2. Default = kg/ha.
Nudge Size
Sets the % increment to nudge the application rate on the main operating screen.
Minimum = 2%, Maximum = 50%
Calibration Factor
The no. of kilograms dispensed for one revolution of the metering unit. This is updated either as a result of a calibration test, or can be manually edited if
the calibration factor is already known.
Default = 0.010 kg/rev
Thousand Grain Weight (T.G.W.)
The T.G.W. must be set in grams, in order to enable the instrument to both apply and display a drilling rate in Seeds/m2 correctly. Default = 45 g
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It is crucial to initially “prime” the Orga feed metering system. Only when seed is being dispensed evenly should a calibration be
commenced. Dispensing the seed for weighing, is controlled either from the on-screen menu, or via a Remote Priming Switch provided
on the junction box fitted on the drill. The junction box also has an on-off switch to switch the fans off during calibration.

Pressing PRIME
automatically
switches the box
into Calibration
mode

Ensure fan is
switched off
prior to any
calibration

Roll cover round to
expose calibration hole,
then hang bag beneath.
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The calibration routine is the core routine that the operator will carry out every time the seed/product is changed, or before
commencing operation at the start of the day. It requires running the motor for a set period, then measuring the quantity of product
that has been metered out. The number of motor pulses are counted, and so the number of metering unit revolutions can be calculated.
Calibration factor (kg/rev) = Dispensed weight
Metering unit revolutions
NOTE 1: Ensure the feed roll setup is appropriate for the intended seed type, application rate and forward speed range for application.
NOTE 2: Ensure that if sowing grass, the agitator motor function is enabled via the ‘Applicator Setup’ menu
NOTE 3: The instrument calculates the calibration factor from the working width, target application rate, and the metered weight delivered
whilst calibrating. If however as a result of the calibration routine, you find that you cannot achieve your desired field speed, then reconfigure the feed roll assembly and repeat the calibration procedure.
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STEP 1
From the Product Setup page, touch
Touch
and enter the quantity that you wish to dispense for calibration purposes.
NOTE: You can enter the quantity in grams if preferred. The CAL factor will however, still be calculated in kg/rev.
STEP 2
There are two options to initiate the routine, either touch
the junction box.

on the screen page or press and hold the PRIME button on

NOTE: First switch the ‘FAN’ switch to the off (‘O’) position on the junction box
After the
key (or the Prime button) is pressed, the motor runs at the calibration speed (calculated from the
Simulated Forward Speed, Width, Application Rate and current calibration factor).
The dispensed weight (based on the current calibration factor) is displayed.
Touch

(or release the PRIME button) when the desired weight is reached.
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STEP 3
Weigh the product dispensed and then enter the measured weight, and press OK.

STEP 4
A new calibration factor is then re-calculated and displayed.
Touch

to save the new factor and return to the ‘Product Setup’ screen page.

Switch the junction box ‘FAN’ switch back on.
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Width
The working width of the drill. Used for calculating the Application rate and the Area (ha) totals.
Default = 4m
Tank Max. Weight
This is the maximum capacity of the hopper. When resetting the hopper contents via the
key on the info page INFO
page, you cannot enter a weight greater than this. Used for calculating the amount of product left in the hopper and
displayed on the INFO page.
Default = 100kg
Pre-Start
Pre-start runs the metering motor at a set speed (based upon the Simulated Speed, Working Width, Application Rate and
Calibration Factor) for a preset time. This primes the seed pipes with seed prior to moving off, thus avoiding unseeded
patches due to the delay in seed delivery.
‘ON’
‘AUTO’
‘OFF’

Using the pre-start function is optional, and can be initiated manually via the
key on the
main operating screen.
The pre-start function is initiated automatically (via the top cut out switch), i.e. as the drill is lowered into work.
Function disabled.
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Pre-Start Time
The pre-set time is the time elapsing between the cut-out switch operating and the drill lowered into work. When set correctly, the distributed seed will reach the coulters
just as you begin moving off, thus avoiding unseeded patches due to the delay in seed delivery.
Default = 3 seconds
Agitator Motor
Set to ‘ON’ when sowing grass seed. The agitator motor will then operate simultaneously with the metering motor.
Default = ‘OFF’
Prime (Priming Switch)
This is set according to whether the priming switch fitted to the junction box is latching or non-latching (i.e. press and hold) operation.
Default = Non-latching
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Hopper Level Sensor
Enable / Disable Hopper Level sensor input.
DEFAULT: ‘ON’
When enabled, the instrument will alarm and display “HOPPER LEVEL” when the seed
drops below the level sensor.
Low Tank Quantity
Set the quantity (kg) remaining in the hopper, below which the “LOW TANK VOLUME”
alarm is triggered.
Typically, this is set to act as a final warning alarm after the “HOPPER LEVEL” alarm.
Fan
If set to ‘ON’, the system monitors fan operation when the metering motor is running.
If the fan does not draw any current, (e.g. it is inadvertently left switched off by the
operator, or there is a fault condition), then the instrument will alarm ”FAN FAILURE”
to indicate that attention is required.
DEFAULT = ‘ON’
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F.S. Signal
Sets the origin of the forward speed signal.

DEAFULT: ‘GPS’

‘GPS’ A GPS Receiver is connected to the RS232 ‘D’ plug on the head unit cable. The forward speed
signal is derived from the NMEA VTG message.
‘SENSOR’ An RDS Radar sensor is connected into the junction box.
‘HEAD UNIT’ A sensor inputs directly into the head unit (only applicable for systems that include a
‘Terminator’ junction box).
Speed Sensor Factor (S.S.F.)
With the default setup where the speed sensor signal is from a GPS receiver, no setup is required.
If the signal comes from an RDS Radar sensor, the default setting is 0.0078 metres travelled per
pulse. This factor is correct assuming that the sensor is mounted at an angle of 37° ±1°.
S.S.F. Adjustment
If for any reason the radar sensor mounting angle is incorrect, then speed measurement will also be
incorrect. It is recommended to use the auto-calibration procedure (see below) to confirm (or
otherwise adjust) the default S.S.F. to ensure accurate speed measurement.
Alternatively, the speed calibration can be simply ‘nudged’ via the ‘Speed Nudge’ function, so that
the forward speed display matches that of the tractor speedometer.
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Speed Sensor Auto-calibration
1. Place two markers 100 metres apart. Position the tractor adjacent to the first marker using a
suitable reference point e.g. the cab step.
2. Touch ‘Auto Calibration’ and then

.

3. Touch

then drive and stop adjacent to the second marker.

4. Touch

the S.S.F. is then recalculated and displayed

5. Touch

to confirm and store the new S.S.F.
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Speed Nudge
Touch ‘Speed Nudge’ and then
While travelling forward, the current speed is displayed, and the current S.S.F.
Use the nudge keys to adjust the forward speed reading up or down as required (to match the
tractor speedometer).
The new S.S.F is then re-calculated and displayed.
Touch
to confirm and store the new S.S.F.
Sim Speed
Programmes a simulated speed value. For product calibration purposes, or if there is a sensor fault or
testing is required, this function gives the ability to simulate the machine moving while remaining
stationary.
Default = 8 km/hr
Simulated Speed State ON / OFF
Touch

and

to switch on the simulated speed function.

The

icon will be displayed on the main operating screen.

NOTE: As soon as an actual forward speed is detected, the simulated speed function is automatically
switched OFF, and the main operating screen displays the actual forward speed.
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Time / Date
Backlight
Volume
Language
Helpline
These menu items are self-explanatory, with the exception of the ‘GPS / Logging options’.
GPS / logging options
‘PORT 1’:
‘PORT 2’:

A GPS receiver is normally connected to Port 1.
This port is not normally used.

DEFAULT: ‘GPS’
DEFAULT: ‘NOT USED’

‘PORT 1 BAUD’:
‘PORT 2 BAUD’:

Set as required by the GPS receiver. 1200 / 2400 / 4800 / 9600 / 19200
This port is not normally used.

DEFAULT: ‘19200’
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When a system failure occurs, the instrument
defaults to the alarm screen, displaying an error
code.
Touch
to view the associated help text, to
assist in identifying and resolving the problem.
This text is also included for reference in the table
below.

Error
Code
H.1.F

Error Message

Help

“FAN FAILUR E”

The fan remains switched off. Check that the ‘FAN’ switch on the junction box is switched on after
product calibration.
There is afault with one or both fan drives. Check the wiring connections.
If the fans are running, check the connections between the instrument and junction box to
ensure there is no cable damage.

H.2.M

“MOTOR FAILUR E”

The metering unit is not functioning. Check the wiring connections. Switch the instrument off and
back on again to clear the fault.
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H.3.S

“MOTOR S T A L L ”

The metering motor has stalled. It is automatically stopped to prevent further damage. Investigate the metering
unit for signs of blockage.

H.4.C

“CAN FAILUR E”

CAN communication with the junction box has been lost. Check the wiring between the instrument and the
junction box fordamage.

H.5.L.F

“FAN LOW”

The fan speed is too low. Check the hydraulic output to ensure the fan is spinning at the correctspeed.
Check the wiring to the sensor to ensure there is nodamage.

H.6.S.F

“SPINNER FAILUR E”

The spinner remains switched off. Check the ‘SPINNER” switch on the junction box is switched on.
There is afault with the spinner drive.. Check the wiring connections.
If the spinner is running, check the connections between the instrument and junction box to ensure there is no
cable damage.

L.1.F

“FAN SWITCH”

L.2.H

“HOPPER LEVEL”

L.3.Q

“LOW T A NK VOLUME”

The ‘FAN’ switch is fan is switched off on the junction box.
The hopper level is low. Refill the hopper, and reset the hopper contents on the INFO screenpage.

The tank volume is low.
Refill the hopper with product, or reset the tank volume.

L.4.F.H

“FAN HIGH”

L.5.S.O

“SPINNER SWITCH”

The fan speed is too high. Adjust the hydraulic output, or adjust the fan speed alarm setting if the output is
correct.
The spinner switch on the junction box is switched off.
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Tank slide fully closed.

Agitation wheel, out of gear.

Agitation wheel lever up, dropped into gear.

Tank slide half open.

Tank slide fully open.

Agitation wheel lever, pinned out of gear.

Agitation wheel, in gear, meshed with the auger.
(Note: the shut off slide has to be fully open for the
wheel to work)

Calibration cover closed, and in “work” position

Hopper level sensor

Radar sensor kit

Calibration scales

Finger cut-out switch kit

From left to right:
Tractor power lead 5m | Power lead extension 6m | Instrument lead 6m

PDI Checklist
Job Number & Dealer
Product Code:
Serial Number:
Date:
Checked By:
Please note: This PDI Sheet Is For All Machines, Some Sections/Checks May Not Be Applicable To All Machines
Description

Tick on
Completion

Overall
ACTION

Grease all necessary grease points

CHECK

Check all stickers are appropriate and in place
(including safety stickers)

CHECK

Check paintwork and touch up if necessary

CHECK

Check all pins are secured in position with
appropriately sized fasteners

CHECK

Check all QRC pipes are marked up
appropriately and tight

CHECK

Check all ram fittings are tightened to prevent
leaks

CHECK

Paintwork

ACTION

Test brakes (air and hydraulic) and handbrake

CHECK

Check dog bone fitted

Tester Comments (Time Taken/Observations/Damage)

Fan
CHECK

Check fan direction is correct

CHECK

Check all fan hydraulic fittings are tight

Tank
CHECK

Check lids are setup correctly to create
airtight seal

CHECK

Check tank is free of debris that could
damage metering unit if ingested.

Wheels and Tyres
ACTION

Inflate tyre pressures to 40psi

ACTION

Torque all wheel nuts to 450 N/M

CHECK

Check all brakes are setup and adjusted
correctly

Metering Unit
CHECK

Check all Orga metering units have nylon
sleeves fitted or in the tool box

CHECK

Check each Orga metering unit has both short
and long inserts. (Either one can be fitted
with others in toolbox)

CHECK

Check each Orga metering unit has a set of
3:1, 2.2:1, 1:1 gears in the tool box

CHECK

Check gear guards are in place and secured
appropriately

Toolbox
CHECK

Check that a tractor battery lead is in the
toolbox

CHECK

Check that a calibration bag is in the toolbox

CHECK

Check that a set of calibration scales are in
the toolbox

CHECK

Check that the operator manual is in the
toolbox

CHECK

Check that the RDS operators manual is in the
toolbox

Lights
CHECK

Check all tank lights work on operation of the
switch

CHECK

Check all work lights work on operation of
the switch and are positioned appropriately

CHECK

Check all road lights work and positioned
appropiately

Coulters / Legs / Discs / Packers
CHECK

Check all adjustment pins can be placed in
any depth hole easily.

CHECK

Check component has full range of
movement

CHECK

Check Coulter Leg socket to outer alignment

CHECK

Check Hydraulic fittings are all tight.

CHECK

Check scrapers are fitted and adjusted

CHECK

Check Pipes have spiral guard to protect
hydraulic pipes from abrasion

CHECK

Check disc rubbers are in place

CHECK

Check spacing of Outlets / SDO attatchments

CHECK
CHECK

Check pipes are secured to the distribution
Check spacing ofhead
Outlets
/ SDO attatchments
properly

CHECK
CHECK

Check
pipes
are ties
secured
to the
distribution
Check
cable
on tram
lining
rows
head properly

CHECK

Check cable ties on tram lining rows
Check folding upstacks are secured, working
and adjusted for smooth operation

CHECK

CHECK

Check folding upstacks are secured, working
and adjusted for smooth operation

ACTION

Grease marker mearings

CHECK
ACTION

Check
40mm
rubber
bump stop
Grease
marker
mearings

CHECK
CHECK

Check wing markers can move in all designed
Check 40mm
rubber bump stop
directions

CHECK
CHECK

Check wing
marker
transport
are
and
Check
markers
can pins
move
in in
allplace
designed
secured
with linch pins
directions

CHECK

Check marker transport pins are in place and
secured with linch pins

Tester sign off work
complete and ready to
Testerdespatch:
sign off work
complete and ready to
despatch:

Distribution

Wing Markers

Wing Markers

Tester Comments/Suggestions/Questions

Tester Comments/Suggestions/Questions

Any questions?
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